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Abstract—saving the patient medical record electronically is done via elec-
tronic medical records (EMRs) where all the patient-related information that con-
sider private and sensitive is usually related to the treatment process, as well as 
the diagnoses process of a specific patient usually this information needs to be 
shared and re-submit by many peers doctors with each, In this paper, propose a 
novel approach for electronic medical records system using a non-fungible token 
(NFT) based on a customized permission blockchain built with secret sharing 
technology to reduce the key management overhead as well as provide a read-
able extension of the ledger to ensure it is easy to read and easy access from 
any type of computer. The system that uses NFT for electronic medical records 
(NFT-EMR) ensures easy access and guarantees availability, privacy, and secu-
rity providing authority to the patient over his data as well as proof of ownership 
which is done using proof of secret shares and consistency this system can be 
used in real-world between hospitals and medical centers and within metaverse 
world. The NFT-ERM system was evaluated using the main evaluation factors 
used to evaluate blockchain and compared to the standard ERM system.

Keywords—blockchain, NFT, EMR, non-fungible token, electronic medical 
records, secret sharing

1 Introduction

Life with good health consider the basis of a happy life, and much research focuses 
on issues related to public healthcare within the social concern [1]. Save the medical 
history of patients using Electronic medical records (EMRs) is a very important activity 
related to healthcare where the current doctor can know the type amount of medicine as 
well as past surgeries and any other useful information to help the diagnosis and treat-
ment, but this sensitive information should be secure and private and no one rather than 
authorized people can reach or add, information like name address, and blood type … 
etc. as well as the medical and clinical information such as laboratory reports, doctor 
decision, diagnoses, and previous surgeries within the patient’s life. The EMR systems 
are used to improve the level of medical services provided to the patient and make the 
data available to all doctors and medical field workers and ensure the data will not 
lose for any reason, this can be compared to the traditional paper-based records which 
have many disadvantages such as damage, stolen, lost and sometimes availability [2]. 
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The electronic system provides more flexibility, efficiency, and less error for both ser-
vice provider and patient, merging the medical care services with technologies brings 
a lot of benefits to the healthcare interest but also reflects a lot of challenges related to 
this like low heterogeneity (interoperability) since in real life no way that a patient can 
limit their selves to one doctor or even one hospital since a lot of special specialties 
needed for different types of diseases treatments and observations within this case shar-
ing medical record is mandatory, usually, EMRs related to one medical center is not 
available to other centers for many reasons one of them is lack of coordination between 
these centers this is a big issue that is needed to be addressed and solved, and also the 
patient does not have a level of control of their personal information and this may result 
in tampering or stealing of their information and they do not even know [3]. So, issues 
related to security and privacy and how to improve those fields as well as management 
and retrieving will be the main focus of this article using non-fungible tokens (NFT) on 
a customizable blockchain. Addressing the information security issues related to secu-
rity and privacy of both medical records and EMRs, a system that is based on block-
chain technology that provides data immutable, secure, efficient, and easy to retrieve 
and provides full control of patients above his data by using non-fungible token (NFT) 
which proves the ownership of patient on his\her data [4]. Many technologies can be 
integrated within the blockchain such as the internet of things [5] and artificial intel-
ligence [6] as well as employ this technology within the metaverse world [7]. Using 
blockchain to overcome this issue and build distributed ledgers used as a non-fungible 
token (NFT) where data is securely saved within the blockchain and prove the own-
ership of this history to a specific person, in this paper a proposed NFT based on per-
missioned blockchain for saving and restoring the medical history of a specific patient.

2 Blockchain technology

blockchain can be summarized as a distributed ledger work within a peer-2-peer 
network where each peer node has an updated copy of the ledger, within recent years 
blockchain became a trending technology that provides a huge impact on society and 
businesses since it has been used within different fields such as administration, financial 
healthcare, supply chain and more to provide the required security and privacy [8], and 
later used as a backbone for an application used within the metaverse to solve challenges 
related to metaverse and proof of ownership via non-fungible token (NFT) [7] and can 
be merged with artificial intelligence applications to improve the distributed networks 
[6] as well as merged to the internet of things applications to provide security and pri-
vacy [5]. Blockchain mainly consists of data elements called blocks which are linked 
to each other in a special way where each block within the chain contains the hashes of 
the previous block and so on to the first block which provides a strong method to insure 
consistency of blockchain and its data, the blockchain size grows rapidly and scalabil-
ity one of the limitations related the o blockchain itself, each block contains the transac-
tion data as well as a cryptographic hash of current data and a cryptographic hash of the 
previous block probably with the timestamp when it is recorded to the chain this help to 
the resistance of tampering attacks and make the blockchain immutable [8]. Each new 
block added to the existing chain results in a winning node that reaches a majority of 
acceptance from the peer nodes and solves complex mathematical operations to reach 
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a nonce and win the chance to add a block to the chain this scenario may change the 
reference to which consensus algorithm been used within the chain, since each business 
and party have their own need there is no universal blockchain that can provide all need 
and serve all industries and as a result of that different types of blockchain come to the 
market by researchers and enterprises with different internal rules and protocols refer-
ence to consensus algorithm, block content and more but the general structure remain 
the same three main types of blockchain results permissionless (public blockchain), 
permissioned (private blockchain), and hybrid blockchain [9–11].

2.1 Public blockchain (Permissionless)

Within this type of blockchain, anyone can join the network and can add data to 
the blockchain after solving the complex mathematical puzzle and finding the correct 
nonce without requesting permission as well as verifying and validating the specific 
transaction, Ethereum cryptocurrency considers a permissionless chain plus it is open 
source since developers can custom it to create their copy of blockchain with different 
required rules. The consensus algorithm used on the standard version of the Ethereum 
blockchain is the proof of work (POW) which is mainly based on mining where each 
minor should solve his complex math puzzle and find the correct nonce solution to win 
the right to add data to the chain computing the nonce consider the major energy con-
sumption within the blockchain [12, 13]. Studies prove that PoW reaches a maximum 
of 60 transactions per second and consume energy equal to country consumption which 
may affect the scalability as well as the throughput of the algorithm [14] This lead to 
finding alternatives consensus algorithm rather than proof of work like proof of stake 
[15], proof of burn [16] and many other algorithms.

2.2 Private blockchain (Permissioned)

This type of blockchain is exclusive to a specific type of people only authorized 
people who have permission to add or retrieve data and no one outside the authorization 
cycle may join this cycle, any new user needs prior permission to join the network. The 
nodes who can participate in the consensus algorithm should be predefined, within this 
type of blockchain, the peer nodes need to be maintained and operated by the owner 
of the blockchain or a group of owners who share the managing of the blockchain but 
are not necessarily trusting each other. One of the algorithms used within the consen-
sus algorithm of the Private blockchain is the Practical Byzantine Tolerance Algorithm 
(PBFT) [17], such a system can be merged with different techniques related to medicine 
such as covid-19 tracking [18, 19].

3 Non-fungible token (NFT)

The term NFT refers to any assets that can be owned digitally such as game items, 
videos, music, and much more this stuff is usually traded online on specific sites using 
cryptocurrency and proof of the ownership of these items using blockchain technology 
which is the underlying technology of Bitcoin and another cryptocurrency. A lot of 
projects come into using metaverse world items that should be digital this is why NFT 
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became very popular lately and it’s market growth up to 41$ billion in 2021 [20]. NFT 
represent a digital contract that proves the ownership of data it is signed and proven 
using blockchain technology which cannot be tampered with or modified. NFT has 
many applications related to healthcare such as supply chain, genetic data, etc. NFT 
represent the digital certificate for an asset to ensure it is one of a kind and unique and 
no one owns this item rather than the current owner [21–26]

Using NFT as a medical record involves many challenges such as doctors and lab-
oratory members are not familiar with the key distribution technique and cannot man-
age it for a huge number of patients and data included within the block and will be 
available to the doctors. Many technologies can be combined with NFT to improve 
the metaverse world such as artificial intelligence [21], advanced networks [22], and 
multimedia applications [23].

4 Shamir’s secret sharing

Shamir secret sharing is one of the cryptographic algorithms used to generate unique 
shares related to specific secrets this is done by dividing the secret using a mathemati-
cal way ta o pre-specific number of parts and it is not necessary for reconstructing the 
secret to have all parts, only a number equal to min required a number of parts needed 
[27] This is very useful to secure a specific secret if it is needs to send via the commu-
nication channel. Equation 1 shows how the secret and shares work

 f(x) = S + a1x1 + a2x2 (1)

Where s is the secret and a1 and a2 represent a random number used within the equa-
tion. Recalculate the secret of Shamir secret sharing reconstruction using Lagrange as 
shown in equation 2

 f(x) = ∑ yj . lj(x) = y0l0(x) + y1l1(x) + y2l2(x) (2)

Where L is LaGrange [27] , using Shamir secret sharing as the backbone of a con-
sensus algorithm employed in [28].

5 Proposed novel use of NFT for medical information systems

Employing NFT on a customizable blockchain to use as a unique patient medical his-
tory that can be accessed by the patient as well as different doctors and sharable between 
different clinical centers to read and add data to this record which makes the verification 
of patent history easier, faster and in real-time, using secret sharing method and proof of 
ownership known as proof of shares as well as encrypt the data within the blockchain 
with alGamal encryption algorithms. Although the blockchain-based system provides 
a decentralized system that holds medical records of the patient within the distributed 
environment the privacy of the user data still be a big challenge to deal with, since the 
reveal of user data using one of the data mining and data science technologies is not 
hard and consider a privacy issue. This, adds a new level to increase the security of the 
system by using an encryption technology named homomorphic encryption that could 
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apply mathematical operations such as addition or multiplication within the encrypted 
data without the need to decrypt it, Figure 1 shows the diagram of the proposed system 
that use NFT as storage of medical records of a single patient., this NFT-ERM consist 
of many phases, phase 1 is mandatory and phase 2 less frequent than phase one and 
also mandatory where phase 3 or phase 4 is up to doctor ,medical center, or medical 
specialist where it is executed reference to the requirement either adding data to patient 
record NFT-ERM or retrieve history data or both. The details of the four main phase’s 
reference to NFT for electronic medical records (NFT-EMR) are as follows:

Phase 1 shares generation:

Each patient chooses a secret that is unique and unknown to everybody within the 
process (doctors, laboratory, clinical offices), this secret is used to generate shares using 
Shamir secret sharing, and these shares are distributed to all nodes within the network 
using one of the key distributing algorithms, a node represents any medical institute 
would like to access patient data for add or retrieving data. The secret and the shares 
can be changed easily since generating and distributing shares are applied within the 
same procedure. This phase is done less frequently than phase two, since shares and 
keys can be replaced and changed periodically, and a special key distribution method 
can be used to distribute these shares.

Fig. 1. NFT-EMR system diagram
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Phase 2 node validation:

This phase ensures the validation of the node requires adding a new block to the 
NFT chain or trying to retrieve data from the existing NFT chain, this phase starts by 
comparing the hashes within the nodes, and when a mismatch occurs this means that 
the data of distributed ledger are not the same and further investigation required to 
check the consistency of the ledger data, if all the hashes are identical then the share 
required from the node used by a medical specialist as NFT-EMR to check the validity 
of the shares and validate the node within the network, then the user can select N nodes 
randomly to recalculate the secret and if a match occurs then the node is validated and 
the NFT-EMR medical specialist can add or read the existing data (either phase 3,4 or 
both). This node is mandatory each time a medical specialist need to access the NFT 
of a specific patient, since the operation of keys administration consider difficult for a 
huge amount of patient each patient can provide his share, and with the help to other 
centers node verification is done.

Phase 3 block addition:

If the NFT-EMR medical specialist would like to add new medical records related to 
the patient to the chain after validation the system required data to add to the chain and 
sensitive data relative to the identity and security of the patient are encrypted. In case of 
matching then the data need to be added to the chain, and to provide privacy to the data 
of the patient within the NFT-EMR then proper encryption is done using homomorphic 
encryption where addition and multiplication can be done on encrypted data, and the 
data encrypted before addition and decrypted after retrieve. This phase is executed only 
when a medical specialist would like to add new information to the NFT-ERM.

Phase 4 medical records retrieve:

If the NFT-EMR medical specialist would like to read existing medical records 
related to the patient from the chain after validation, the system shows data to read 
from the chain, and the patient’s sensitive data are decrypted. The data within the block 
is encrypted using homomorphic encryption and need to decrypt to retrieve the real val-
ues related to the patient. Medical records retrieve: when the medical specialist would 
like to retrieve information from the NFT-ERM. Algorithm 1 summarizes the proposed 
system phases, each patient should hold a unique NFT that does not share any secret 
information with other patients like the first block contain personal information of the 
patient and each patient have secret that is not sharable with other parties even doctors 
who should hold a share number of each patient, since every patient can use his share 
and within help to other medical centers to verify and analysis.
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Algorithm 1: NFT-ERM

Input: secret(s), threshold (t), number of shares M
Output: distributed ledger

Phase1: Shares generation using Shamir’s secret sharing
Step1: randomly select numbers equal to t-1 if t=3 then two numbers selected k, p
Step2: set a0=s, and select number reference to t, a1=k, and a2=p
Step3: calculate shares using

f(x) = S + a1x + a2x2

D0=(1, N1) , D1=(2,N2) till Dm=(m,Nm)
Phase2: Node validation
Step4: Ensure hash matching on all NFT ledgers, if a match found go to step 5, otherwise exit()
Step5: Provide peer node share
Step6: Select T nodes to validate the block
Step7: Recalculate the secret of Shamir secret sharing reconstruction using Lagrange

f (x) = ∑ yj. lj(x)

= y0l0(x) + y1l1(x) + y2l2(x)

Step8:if the reconstructed secret match go to step9, otherwise exit ()
Step9: if you would like to add information to user NFT-ERM go to phase 3 otherwise for retrieving 
NFT-ERM user information go to phase 4
Phase 3: Block addition
Step10: Fill in the block data
Step11: if needed encrypt sensitive data
Step12: Update NFT ledger
Phase 4: Medical records retrieve
Step13: Examine the data in each block
Step14: if needed decrypt encrypted data
Step15: exit()

6 Implementation

Simple implementation of the NFT-ERM system for all the phases, where medical 
records reference to single patient such as Vermiform appendix surgery and more where 
sensitive information related to him can be encrypted using homomorphic such as test 
results numbers and year of surgery.

Phase1: Shares generation this phase required a secret for all NFT nodes and gener-
ating shares to every node within the network which is executed such as

	What is your secrets? – 2000
	number of Shares: 5
	1 2260
	2 2708
	3 3344
	4 4168
	5 5180
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Where using standard Shamir secret sharing require to have a secret which for 
explaining purposes choose 2000 and number of shares required to derivative from this 
secret is selected as 5 and then 5 different shared generated and it corresponding share 
number.

Phase 2: Node validation. 

•	 Previous hash codes matched, this message declares the consistency and match of all 
hashes within all the connected nodes.

•	 The available nodes should provide their share to re-compute the secret using the 
current node that would like to use the system share, Table 1 shows an example of 
nodes sharing their shares.

Table 1. An example of nodes sharing their shares

Share Number Share

1 2260

3 3344

5 5180

•	 Selecting nodes equal to the threshold to regenerate the secret.
•	 Since the threshold set to 3 then we need three nodes to send their shares and corre-

sponding number and then re-construct the secret and match (let’s assume threshold 
is 3) such as:
	Share Number – 1
	Share value – 2260
	Share Number – 3
	Share value – 3344
	Share Number – 5
	Share value – 5180
	94 x + 166 x + 2000
	Secret = 2000

Phase 3: Block addition data added to the chain as shown in Table 2 and each block 
can have this fields and more if needed, hash filed represent the hash code of the cur-
rent block which is calculated using sha-256 and the data filed represent the patient 
data need to be added to the chain with the previous hash which represent previous 
block hash.
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Table 2. NFT-ERM Block addition data

Block 1

hash: 308918a99ce5b97f86b872b580597bc0e937c7e45ce03bfa793c6c2cef0efb33

data: Vermiform appendix surgery 2003

previous hash: 528050fbf401cf8af5e46df7e110a0a022e1baebb7a9b6b0ea0ab0df7870b8b4

Block 2

hash: 95a68e84c8d4cf9dad6075b77310a9655253b9c071898b4c347fb9731f4ed52a

data: covid-19 2020

previous hash: 528050fbf401cf8af5e46df7e110a0a022e1baebb7a9b6b0ea0ab0df7870b8b4

Block 3

hash: 6bc5cb6345fe83b6162ba77284a11faecd7d8d0b1c06376f07051f87c92f43be

data: critical care unit CCU leak of oxygen due to covid19

previous hash: 528050fbf401cf8af5e46df7e110a0a022e1baebb7a9b6b0ea0ab0df7870b8b4

Phase 4: Medical records retrieve: when the medical specialist would like to retrieve 
information from the NFT-ERM, the data saved in phase 3 can be retrieved within the 
same format.

6.1 Evaluations

This system can be compared to the standard ERM systems as shown in table (3) for 
main characteristics such as:

•	 Reliability: if the main server down then the data of standard ERM cannot be acces-
sible where in NFT-ERM data can be reached from any node within the network 
since it is based on distributed ledger

•	 patient easy access: the data saved within the ERM is exclusive to the clinical center 
and patient have no control or cannot access the data any time where in NFT-ERM 
using the distributed ledger the data can be accessed anytime and anywhere

•	  Security: the NFT-ERM is more secure than standard ERM since it is based on 
blockchain technology which provide high level of security.

•	 Privacy: the NFT-ERM having privacy like standard ERM since it is used homomor-
phic encryption technology which provide privacy to user data, and since it is used 
for IoT then only sensitive data will be encrypted.

•	  Immutability: NFT-ERM data cannot be modified since it added to the chain where 
in ERM it can be modify.

•	 Interoperability: the data of the patient exclusively owned by the medical center who 
provide the ERM where in NFT-ERM any medical specialist can access the data via 
the ledger.

•	 Monitoring: NFT-ERM can connect to any IoT device and record reading and ERM 
can connect to them but action daily monitoring cannot implemented in NFT-ERM 
since it is mainly designed to hold the medical history of patient.

•	 Scalability: the blockchain provide ability for high scalability and NFT-ERM based 
in lightweight blockchain technology which provide ability to scalability more.
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Table 3. An evaluation of NFT-ERM and standard ERM

Characteristic NFT-ERM Standard ERM

reliability More Less

patient easy access More Less

security More Less

privacy Accepted accepted

Interoperability Yes No

Monitoring less More

scalability more less

7 Conclusions

Design of NFT-EM where each patient has his medical record that can be shared 
with other medical centers and specialists as well as using it to have medical advice 
online or via the metaverse world, the validation of the system is done via a secret 
shared between parties and reconstruction of the secret to insure authorization, further 
match is done to match the hashes of each node participating validation of the added 
block. Such a chain must be a private blockchain and no need for peer nodes within the 
NFT-EM to compete with each other to update the chain, a customizable blockchain is 
presented where the standard blockchain technology is modified to adjust the chain to 
meet the NFT-EM requirements.
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